
ISTOBAL ESENS® CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
The perfect formula for car wash equipment



FOR
JET WASH AREAS

FOR
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

Welcome to the ISTOBAL esens ® chemical product range: high 
quality and effectiveness.

The perfect formula
for car wash equipment



FOR
ROLLOVERS AND TUNNELS

FOR  
WATER TREATMENT

FOR
FACILITY MAINTENANCE

FOR
INTERIOR CLEANING

Innovation and experience give way to unique washing products that make the most of car wash 
equipment and offer users an extraordinary experience. Pre-washes, shampoos, foams and waxes ensure 
an impeccable finish and spectacular results for all vehicle types.





Effectiveness  
assured
ISTOBAL esens ® products are present in all wash phases 
with specific formulations for powerful pre-washes and 
shampoos, amazing foams, high-gloss protective waxes and 
drying agents for a perfect finish. 
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The latest technologies have been applied to our pre-washes to remove 
stubborn dirt such as grease or organic matter on the bodywork and the 
rims. 

Innovation is also present in our foams to dissolve the dirt and to 
surprise users with colours and fragrances for a sensory experience.  

Our know-how has helped us develop shampoos that guarantee a 
thorough vehicle clean for demanding clients, protecting brushes at the 
same time. 

State-of-the-art waxes provide gloss on the vehicle surface and 
protect the body against UV radiation. Vibrant, long-lasting colours are 
enhanced with each wash.

Our water-repelling waxes facilitate the rinse, ensure a high-quality dry 
without drops and even repel rainwater. A perfect finish and improved 
safety on the road. 



Quality and variety  
for all facility types

Each business and each customer has specific needs. 
ISTOBAL esens® offers a variety of products for all vehicle 
types and for all car wash machines. 

Select covers all car wash areas and adapts to both facilities 
and machines, ensuring effectiveness for an impeccable 
result. 

Premium brings added value with special products for 
demanding clients, guaranteeing a thorough wash of the 
dirtiest, most difficult vehicle areas.

PRODUCT RANGES



Total comfort
The pioneering line of Xtract superconcentrates offers 
convenient and innovative packs that take 90% less 
room compared to traditional formats, thus reducing 
storage and transport costs. Additionally, Xtract 
reduces plastic waste by more than 90%, minimizing 
environmental impacts.

This line includes two formats: Doy Pack (small bags) 
and Flask (thermo-sealed bottles). Easy to use and 
easy to store, both formats make the handling of 
consumables comfortable, quick, clean and safe. 

Xtract Mixing System
This innovative device is the perfect solution to 
automatically dilute and mix Doy Pack chemicals. 
Xtract Mixing System supplies the chemical to all 
pieces of equipment in the installation, avoiding 
manual refilling. Greater comfort, higher speeds and 
more safety to let you concentrate on what really 
matters: your car wash business. 

Xtract Dosing System
Maximum dosing accuracy is now possible on your 
rollover thanks to Xtract Dosing System. Easy use, 
improved logistics and greater control -even remotely- 
are some of the advantages of this device, used 
with our Flask format superconcentrates. The most 
effective and intuitive way to dose the right amounts 
and maximize performance.

XTRACT SUPERCONCENTRATES





Maximum throughput  
in automatic wash systems
A quality chemical is essential to making the most of a 
rollover or a tunnel, profitability-wise. As car wash experts 
with over 65 years’ experience, nobody knows better than 
ISTOBAL how to develop the chemical products that work 
best on each wash phase. 

FEATURED  
PRODUCTS:  

INFINITE MOUSSE

Rich, dense and a with a nice smell, this foam 
enhances its sensory impact during application, 
making the wash process absolutely 
spectacular. A ‘show’ effect combined with 
cleaning power. 

RAIN WAX PLUS

In addition to achieving an extraordinary 
shine and a exceptional dry, this water-
repellent wax causes the rain to disperse at 
driving speeds over 80 km/h. Rain-repellent 
effect and lasting shine. 

ROLLOVERS AND TUNNELS

ROLLOVERS AND TUNNELS

PHASE RANGE NAME Xtract PHASE RANGE NAME Xtract

P
R
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H Premium Pre-wash Alkaline Extreme

S
H
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N

D
 

PR
O

TE
CT

IO
N Premium Polish Wax Plus

Premium Pre-wash Acid Plus Premium Rain Wax Plus

Select Pre-wash Insects&Rims Select Polish Wax apple a

Select Pre-wash Alkaline Select Polish Wax peach

FO
A

M

Premium Infinite Mousse a
D

RY
Premium Super Wax peach Plus

Premium Active Mousse Shine cherry a Premium Drying Wax Plus a

Premium Active Mousse SPA Plus a Select Drying Wax a

Select Active Mousse Cherry (3 colours) Select Super Wax cherry

Select Active Mousse SPA Select Super Wax a

S
H

A
M

P
O

O Premium Shampoo Brush Care Plus

Premium Shampoo SPA Plus a

Select Shampoo SPA

Select Shampoo Foamy





The best experience 
and an efficient washing process
Machine-user interaction is maximum at the jet wash area. 
ISTOBAL esens® chemicals make the wash experience 
effective, comfortable and attractive. Maximum satisfaction 
with a really efficient washing process. 

FEATURED 
PRODUCTS:

ACTIVE MOUSSE SHINE

This active foam dissolves and removes dirt, 
achieving an incredibly shiny finish. It also helps 
the wax in the drying process and creates a 
sensational car wash experience. As a 3-in-
1 product, it removes dirt, brings shine and 
protection, and improves the drying. All of it, with 
a bright pink colour and a pleasant fragrance. 

JET SHAMPOO SPA PLUS

With a fresh spa scent, this highly concentrated 
and highly foaming shampoo is able to 
break through stubborn dirt, dissolving and 
eliminating it for a thorough clean. 

JET WASH AREAS

JET WASH AREAS

PHASE RANGE NAME Xtract PHASE RANGE NAME Xtract
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Premium Jet Shampoo SPA Plus a

Premium Jet Shampoo Powder Lemon Plus

Select Pre-wash Alkaline
Select Jet Shampoo SPA

Select Jet Shampoo Powder SPA

FO
A

M

Premium Active Mousse Shine cherry a

D
RY

Premium Super Wax peach Plus

Premium Active Mousse SPA Plus a Premium Drying Wax Plus a

Select Active Mousse Cherry (3 colours) Select Drying Wax a

Select Active Mousse SPA Select Super Wax cherry

Select Super Wax a



Powerful chemicals
to fight dirt 
Commercial vehicle fleets require powerful wash solutions 
over a short period of time. ISTOBAL esens® has powerful 
chemicals that fight dirt in vehicles under adverse conditions. 

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

PHASE RANGE NAME PHASE RANGE NAME

P
R

E-
W

A
S

H

Premium Pre-wash Alkaline Extreme

S
H

A
M

P
O

O
Select Shampoo FoamyPremium Pre-wash Acid Plus

Premium Pre-wash Alkaline Plus

Select Pre-wash Acid Inorganic

D
RY Select Drying Wax

Select Pre-wash Alkaline

FEATURED 
PRODUCTS: PRE-WASH ALKALINE PLUS

High descaling power combined with strong 
detergent properties make this product perfect 
to remove stubborn dirt like traffic film. Ideal for 
a pre-wash prior to the brush wash. 

PRE-WASH ALKALINE

Alkaline product with high degreasing 
and foaming properties to easily 
break dirt down. Especially designed 
for the pre-wash of commercial 
vehicles, manually or automatically.



A thorough and 
professional wash  
For a clean car, outside but also inside, ISTOBAL esens® 
offers a wide product range exclusively designed for the 
exterior and interior manual cleaning of the vehicle. Specific 
chemical products for tires, upholstery, dashboard and 
mats; air fresheners, windscreen fluid... They all contribute 
to a thorough result. 

FEATURED 
PRODUCTS:

PRO DASHBOARD

Silicone-free and with a matt finish, this 
product makes the dashboard stay clean and 
shiny much longer thanks to its anti-static 
agents that prevent dust from sticking on 
the surface.

FRESH

The innovative air freshener line by ISTOBAL 
esens® is that perfect final touch after a car 
wash, refreshing the air with different scents 
and neutralizing foul odours. A nice clean car 
to be seen and smelled.

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING

RANGE NAME RANGE NAME

EX
TE

R
IO

R

Select Pro Wheels
IN

TE
R

IO
R

Select Pro Dashboard Mat

Select Pro Fabrics Select Pro Dashboard

Select Pro Shampoo Select Pro Leather

Select Pro Clean Select Pro Mats Deodor

Select Pro Paraffin Select Pro Dashboard Mat Medium

Select Pro Windscreen Hyper Select Pro Mats

Select Pro Plastic Select Fresh (several scents)

Select Pro Windscreen



For a clean and 
sustainable facility
A clean, protected and sustainable car wash is your best 
business card. For that reason, ISTOBAL esens® has a 
product range specifically designed for the cleaning of 
both facilities and machinery, as well as a water treatment, 
recycling and disinfection line.  

FEATURED 
PRODUCTS:

HYDRO PURE BIOGUL

The ideal sanitization solution for recycled 
water or feed water at the car wash. Maximum 
disinfection for a worry-free facility.

ANTISCALANT

Its descaling action prevents scale crystals 
from forming, avoiding damages on osmosis 
membranes and hot-water generators. Total 
protection for a longer equipment life.

FACILITY AND WATER TREATMENT



Taking care of your  
vehicle and the planet
All ISTOBAL esens ® chemical products are biodegradable. 
The quality and sustainability of many of them has been 
certified with different European standards, which means 
they meet the highest environmental requirements.

ÖNORM

An Austrian standard, ÖNORM 
certifies the adequate treatment 
of water and waste from wash 
products and guarantees that 
ISTOBAL esens® chemicals 
contribute to waste reduction 
and the protection of the 
environment.

VDA

Granted  by  the  German 
Association of the Automotive 
Industry,  this cert if icat ion 
guarantees that ISTOBAL esens 
® products meet the quality 
demands of Germany's major car 
manufacturers and those of their 
suppliers. 

NORDIC SWAN
ECOLABEL

This accreditation certifies that 
ISTOBAL esens® chemicals 
minimize thei r  ecological 
footprint and have a minimal 
impact on the environment 
throughout their life cycle, at 
the same time ensuring they are 
effective in wash processes. The 
international certification of the 
Nordic countries is one of the 
most important and demanding 
worldwide.

STANDARDS



www.istobal.com


